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what thunder!
it's spring,
bloom the flowers
in bark earth,
the fragrant rough weeds
in toe dust printing
rooted feet . . .
Michael Peil
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Martha Brooks

the dead leaves
blew towards me like
brown soldiers, tired.
i was trespassing:
a place which i feared,
the grey-chipped stones
watched
to make certain i breathed.
i lay down, but
the windforce warned me:
the closeness, the Place.
the surrounding iron guardian
hurried me out and snickered
a chill behind me.
the rekilled green snake lay
on the road.
the rotted limb fell wounded
before me, oh noi will not go underneath
willingly.
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Dennis Pannullo

Cell Physiology

While I have watched Victor
The cells drown in turbid waters
No poet could have asked for more
fertile seas.
Who can boast a name as sufficiently poetic
As Escherichia Coli
And who could care less for a poe0)iologist's
machinations.
Victor has gone about his business
(Completing the magical sequence
°f manipulation, life, manipulation,
tfeath) those cryptic directions
With little else than the simple— poet's
Esteemed virtue, direction.
While I am pressed for purpose
The "higher" poet.
The blowers in the lab jerk on, the building and I
abruptly.
Victor can rattle his test tubes at will
e cells remain quiet, warm, yellow and brown
Or is their medium
arm, yellow, and the brown?
hey rock gently in their bath
°Kether in unison in cell division
oherent in their attitude toward
Me and my rocking motion, my gentle agitation,
Synchr onous to the beat and dead on command,
(The purpose of this experiment is to determine
the rate of cell growth and the amount of
mtrogen present)
Jerk
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Science is based on the supposition
That cells can be counted as equal
Assumed that they do everything together
Lyse together
On signal
When Victor adds the acid
A reagent, clear, kept cold,
And instrumental.
The art of cutting through a cell's
Walls
Cutting by proxy
We can assume,
A workable substitution
To cope with a discontinuity in scale.
Victor has gone about his work
The numbers down
His time laid down
The exercise exhausted
The notebook complete
The results contradictory.
The one thing you learn
Is that every cell culture
Has a sense of humor
fhtCo«el! a practlcal Joker (Or togetherthe effect is the same).
Yet what we assumed was true
Nothing "flies in the face of reason
Acid will lyse cell walls
As observed in pure cultures
Our fault is not what we assumed
But the failure to assume enough.
So* dinnereF knows nothing of invisible incongruities
bo dinner conversation turns
Toward the challenges of art.
A fam^NewYo^k
^
No single work will suffice"
I am searching for a vortex
A what?" she says.
As Victor examines the room
From his own table, I explain my art.

i

Stories of E. Coli never told
Lives of a yellow serum
And themes of struggle
Holy Grail of ecologist/earth poets
Begging comparison whenever conversation fails.
Cautious against the extrapolation
Of the graph of a simple curve
Test only for the simple parameter
The weight of cells dried upon a Petri plate
Correct or not upon the language
Of the metric scale:
The meter, the mil, the mole per liter.
The test of a simple parameter done
Leaves only dinner.
The blowers jerk on
Heralds of a cell culture.
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Jay Russell

Passed Beyond My Window

Evening s come along a little farther since last I looked
outside my window,
And perhaps in an hour there'll be no signs to which horizon
has hid the sun,
And you pass by but never stop, never stop as once you did;
rees look away in the face of winter and on the excuse
rj,. ,
wind they rake the sky,
y re a tangle outside the window waiting for night to
hide their nakedness,
never talk of trees, any words we have are forced or
strained
seems the thing that keeps us less than friends is
Thpro'c o v, -,,the ghost °* that which made us more.
s ri
call across the evening, and somewhere a
shrike is
Pinning up a mouse on a thorn, before it finds a perch for
night.
e shadows of things have lost their shapes out of the evening
light

And formed themselves again, into a single shadow of night-
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My Dear Friend . . .
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Benjamin Lord & Peter King

Seconds Stolen or Deferred
i

Wandering, dirty cobblestone streets: crowded, littered
damp from the rain. A weaving, shambling maze—a
Puzzle—with scant promise of a way out. Dead ends and alleys,
dark and cluttered with rigid tin pods, wretching rubbish. With
flies becoming bees and people pouring in out of the rain, inside
the walls of small cafes like so many rats.
Short, squat, bulgy buildings, the bars: they seem to
spread and melt into each other, searching each other out for
support, staggering into the streets. Some have ragged
awnings dripping sooty water to the gutter below, some have
e*otic names, some cater to ethnic tastes. Some cater to other
tastes. All have the aspect of caving in on themselves.
Ghostlike, grey, greying men drift in and out of these
nars—bowed over, eyes downcast, their hands groping in their
P°ckets for salvation. Some with tales of hard times to trade
0r dimes or nickels. Some stopping to light a cigarette—or to
ask for one.
Not-so-young and young ladies parade about the curbs and
oiter at the corners, their wolfish faces painted with neon
shades and outlandish make-up.
Gangs of lean creeps, with high-class-sounding names,
timing men, they loiter and clown in the shadows or like
m°ths, they stake out lampposts or the luminous blackness of
J5 °refront windows. Some even manage to get served like their
athers.Some
into places not normally
open to them. All
lc,w smoke rings.
The burlesque palace flashes blue—red—blue: "GIRLS
bl„?I!!LS'' ' G,RLS • • •" and outside a group of men, first
ue, then red, then blue again, peer through a hitch in the
^tain, their fleeting and hungry eyes betraying their attitude
fl posture of utmost indifference. Above them on the roof a
a
^ nt plaster girl spins slowly and aimlessly, in stops and
Marts, on a pedestal.
v
hau There were movlne Picture shows, pawn shops pool
dlis, and amusement parks in this declining resort town, but
°st of all there were bars.
ar*d
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II
In one of these bars—not an exclusive, but a comfortable
establishment,—the traitor and the prostitute sat together,
huddled in a corner against the random collection of round
green tables filled and spilling with the boisterous, bragging
managerie of sailors and day labourers. They sat quietly,
ra ing looks and words, and they had been sitting for a long
time, these two.
Above, green, chunky lanterns hang from the rafters,
swinging in lazy arcs from their moorings. A large fan turns on
i s axis, altei nately stirring, mesmerizing, and exasperating
e grey, pungent smoke into startled wisps.
Below, waitresses pace,doggedly from table to table to
aje
pencils in their hair all in short green skirts, waiting
n round green tables. "Kosher food?! This is a bar and grill,
as ^ey serve the customers. Some of the
•QKI3 tm e"'
bles have been pushed into the corner, wedged about the
ge, o ers washed against the bar, some of the grey and
g ying people find their tables placed such that they become
^ HH emberS °f the indi«erent combo.
there is an abruPt' Painfully discordant fanfare,
T iirMc «
eights flash and glare- green and blue—blend and are
directed onto the stage. An unseen voice announces: "The
A pause- "Rlcky ^ Cilia . . .!"•
ThPrpfc°lmpr/SentS ' •
lxe applause and onto the stage, with an affected
strut
skirt'anHPear 3
' lonS'legged girl in a short, shimmery
thernmhf. manintails; with a fixed smile and a jut to his hips,
unhealthy nThpnh°f ^hiCh renders his appearance perfectly
Ply and commence to dance to the lazy,
indule-pnt h • # uW

^:lgf:r,ooe i^"bhuetre,ferentsrAt first> no one*«•d

act became better as the idle viewers
became less sober—or so it seemed—for several men,

A
FELLAr GaCh
°ther devilishlvy, cheered them on with "ATTA
lnallyone shipsmate, a Dutchman, imbued in
theeenera 1
lri
"Youius'iro
'raised b*s glass and called out triumphantly
n
you are'" Th° anc*n£* that's greatl I don't care how bad
"Pathof6 C°Uule bowed graciously and continued.
be is- God! How can he keep smiling so?
He looks 1iiro_1s
e
ances
llke a—a frog!" nodded the traitor,
affectine-disp-ii
gust, towards the stage. "They wouldn't even call
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that a dancing act where / come from!"
"Aaron ... he must know he's bad . .. still, not at all like
the shows I've seen in big theaters like . . . Suffice it to say
they're nothing like them at all!" the prostitute concurred
generously.
Ill

They sat quietly, trading looks and words, and they had
been sitting for a long time, these two . . .
His was an angular, sharply cut face which easily broke
into an enigmatic smile, a thin, well-knit body and large,
expressive hands. He had curly black hair and dark, firm eyes
in strong almond casings, a long straight nose and a hint of a
Moustache below. Once more he invoked that lucky star and his
cryptic smile. She didn't quite understand these gestures, but
it was clear to him. It had been so easy . . .
A sum of money, his money now, was to be delivered to a
certain individual who, as far as he could divine, had in his
Possession certain incriminating sources willing to unveil the
other lives" of his employer, a man of great influence who
was esteemed as a man of sterling character, and high both in
government circles and in public reverence. And he, this
jousted courier, knowing full well those sexual tendencies of
bis master, and now is possession of that considerable sum of
money, had bent his errand to his own benefit and stowed away
Jn the hold of a ship, to parts unknown. A real risk, to be sure—
°r most of this man's many servants were unquestionably
°yal and invariably efficient in fulfilling the will of their
master—
He buried himself in the hold of a ship, like a rat, waistoepin the corner of the granary bin, for three days. On the
bird day he stole ashore at dawn, abandoning the ship by taking
one of its life boats, with no notion in the world of his
SUrroundings. Soon after, sending his livery into the water, he
s°ught along the damp, cobblestone streets a clothiers as he
Wandered. From a gentleman's purse, gentleman's clothes
bought. It had been so easy! He still smelled of stale, dusty
^rain. through his gentlemanly attire but for all the world he
the image of an affluent city doctor, or at least that was
what she, this naive Eleanor, took him to be.
13

She. She called herself Eleanor. A lady in her late
twenties in make-up and her mid-thirties without. What man
could guess, who saw that plain figure retiring in the night and
rising in the morning, that by craft and illusion she could
ecome ravishing? But she appeared transformed by midday,
between the time that she first saw herself in the unflattering
mirror and the time that the sailors first saw her, with
practiced nonchalance, tracing and retracing her steps along
the waterfront without being told to move on. She wore a dress
which blended and cleaved the compelling and the proper, and
she smelled of violent shades of flowers. And she did look the
image of a high-society woman;,that is, if he thought her one, let
this doctor take her that way.

The Green Room presents . . . Ricky and Cilia . .

9ho i^S ^ked he waved his hands before him theatricallyfan
^ld' demurely a"d properly, behind her flowered
trusted him, somehow not like the others-his selflikpfhof K1S?ueming impendence, city doctors must all be
had tn S e thought. She had met a few .. . but she had always
had to go to them and she had to pay theml This might be
different... He
respected her air of propriety, her sense of
poise—
ail society women must be like that—fluttering their
fans—
fr°m afaF' But n°W' he almost had 006
in his grasp ****
IV

whining wind down winding streets.
traitor plucked at the buttons of his waistcoat
thoue-htfnnv'
sat
back, pushing away the glasses. Suddenly,
eyes UDliftpH
ening' ^ summoned up a predSe'
cultivated voiceW?harbemo
aned the evils of liquor. Nothing-"

nothing—but evil

ever came of it and he, a doctor and

14

a

Christian, knew it to be a moral and a physical evil—in excess,
of course. It aggravated existing diseases and, where they did
notexist, it created them. For example—"Oh well, I'm sure
this kind of talk should be between us—doctors". She had
really drunk too much, she said, and had come to realize that it
compromised her femininity. Her uncle, a certain hereditary
lord and a close acquaintance with the king, had allowed
himself to be swindled out of his millions due to his unfortunate
habit of drinking to excess and then disappearing for several
days in the company of those insufferable Irish Catholics. "I
oven thought he wasa Catholic at times—oh—but that's family.
I'm sure that this couldn't interest you." "A parable" he said,
uneasily—he didn't want to talk medicine with a society
w°man, especially one who had no doubt attended college. She
loo felt that the subject was better dropped; any doctor of such
stature as Aaron was sure to know people, and even have
Patients that were members of the House of Lords—or even the
King's Court. Thus, silent, he smiled. She blushed, and cast
her eyes down on the cluttered table.
i<
Pathetic is what he is! God! How can he keep smiling so?
He looks like—he dances like a—a frog! They wouldn't even
°all that a dancing act where I come from! 9 9
"Aaron ... he must know he's bad . . . still, not at all like
the shows I've seen in big theaters like . . . Suffice it to say
they're nothing like them at all!".
V
Outside, the young and not-so-young ladies cavort with
uot-so-young and young men with sheepish expressions on their
aces, seeking to fleece them of their gold. "Hey Apey, how
^uch money yuh got? I think I gotta live one!"
Inside. Finally he said, "I've never known anyone like
Vou.' She said she must have seen him before ... at the opera?
°-He hadn't found the time to go there in years. His practice
• • • pity. "Perhaps we can go together sometime, I never miss
he o—pera." "Yes, possibly we can . . . 9 9
She lit a cigarette. No! She caught herself—smoking. He
Seemed oblivious—was it politeness? For a while she smoked
Self-consciously, then tried to lose it in an ash tray, tried to
^no r© the thin wisp of smoke curling towards the ceiling, and
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the ember slowly, slowly dwindling in the tray. Damn! she
thought.
I ve got to quit ..." the prostitute hazarded. And he
replied brusquely that he never smoked and would never start
and then wished he had cast his smelly pipe, now in his pocket,
into the brine with his livery. He even wished that he, himself,
could have joined them ("What an ass! Whatafool I am!"). She
could not have helped but notice! The traitor sensed that he
might have been more tactful and amended his previous
statement, saying,'T have nothing personal against smoking,
you understand ..."
Well, of course . .
She put out the cigarette
prematurely.
The indifferent combo shambled off indifferently, the
ancers Ricky and Cilia loped off with animal instinct and a
lWe^*
*owarc's
alleys which were now teeming with
Leaving, she felt his gentlemanly arm surround her
cheap shoulder and he, his criminal hand about her delicate
shoulder. It was time to leave.
The prostitute was afraid that the bartender would say
something imprudent. And he would just as soon leave,
himself, for the constables would be sure to escort off some
sense^ess Patron and he might just strike a
famihar figure in the back°f thei,. dun minds. The traitor had
way o nowing who was in his master's service. There was
no sense playing with fate
VI

Aarnn u-f
,t,hesaid- "But d*ar, at this time of the night!?
S
t0 find a decent room. Besides, you don't
knnw \h °°
1S
ar
a
exnlanaH
J~ ~~Bke me." She quickly concocted an

summer

°n

^

maid had left her sma11 flat for

S right here>

**

was siri/ •
by the docks. Her—her mother
as sick in the country, so she lent it—"
tn hrminrr d> said' stayed a little later than he had expected
sain dnlSeCv,etly that She would Pursue the issue. But, he
mg is coat about him, that he could take care of

16

J

himself.
c i
No!—I mean ... I'd hate to see you . . . out there . . .
alone, her voice filling with concern. She wasn't in the habit of
offering her accommodations—and only under the condition
that she could and did trust him would she offer him a room.
iI
No! Really? y y
i<
Be my guest, y y she said.
The traitor said he would rather sleep with a whore then
cast doubt on her virtue or betray her in such a fashion . . . But .
• • rather than have her virtue placed in doubt, he would pay her
for her room, just like a common lodger would. He pulled out a
handful of bills. She had never been given so much money gratis
in her life, and her eyes grew wide and fluttered— He saw it—
he became afraid that he had not paid her adequately.

He said he'd meet her at the opera tomorrow. She said
she'd be there.

He left before the sun had rouged over the harbor, the
Greets, the storefronts, the bars. She awoke alone. And after
she had awakened she went to her dresser and thumbed through
ihe folded bills thoughtfully. Then she smiled and dressed
carefully before her mirror and prepared for another day.
She had fooled and seduced that handsome young doctor,
received a handsome fee, and at the same time remained a
lady.
Far away, his head bobbing up and down in the train
joach; he had shaved his moustache, and he smiled that smile.
e was still a free man, he had money, and he had fooled and he
ad had a high-society woman!

She never went to the opera.
And he never showed up.
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Michael Snider

On the Extinction of Dragons
In summer Sherri thinks
of dark-thighed girls in
two-piece bathing suits,
of smiling boys
who slide suns beneath
their skin with oil.
Shaken, weeping, she prays
for wrath, for terrible
lotteries, and chains,
for waiting alone
in wedding dress, for worms
with burning tongues.
In summer heat Sherri
remembers St. George
killing the last one.
She thinks of muscled arms
she knots her white veil,
her white, burning rosary.
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Poem of Existential Despair #49
Chicago is enough,
and now to face a mirror!
Not only streets full of strangers
(30 % thought we were faggots!)
and the world's tallest building
and Van Gogh who peers from
1898, not only this!
But now whether to shave or not!

Relativity
The stewards didn't know they were sinking.
They murmured "May I offer you a sandwich?
They didn't know they were sinking.
The water was at the promenade deck.
The Titanic was unsinkable
there were no rats to tell them different.
Only radicals got in the lifeboats.
They didn't like the sandwiches.
No one liked the radicals.
No one could tell they were sinking.
They all sank at the same rate.
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A

Walter Kalaidjian

growing up in the fifties
the dull sound
of stones
let go into swimming pools
your body opalescent
and intent on the wavering
dark pebble within the peaks
diving in

remembering
your father's hand
holding on beneath the total
eclipse of the sun.
pressure of water
silent descent
the touch
of your brother's foetal limb
next to the jungle palms
hidden tigers, bright thickets
all drifting diagonal-wise
across the big and laughing
maternity jumper
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Arthur Marx

A Gift from Mt. Adams
i
I wanted to bring you a gift, so
I stepped into a shop on St. Gregory Street
to browse the merchandise.
I saw what I wanted for vouan ivory Buddha, small, smiling, plump
as always, raising a caught fish up
in one of his hands to the sunlight.
I'd swear the fish looked
as alive, as jubilant as the Buddha.
I would have brought that statue
to you, attached a copy of the
Four Noble Truths, set
it by the window before your returnbut I might have cast it down like Moses
o see the hundred ivory pieces rattle
down the mountain, the fish disappear into
a gutter looking for home in the Ohio River.
II
I have no gift for you now.
After that figure was seen, no
other gift could ever do—each
other a piece of that one perfect gift.
You are filled with grace.
Your face shines clearly upon return.
You will forgive me.

24

A

Celia Watson

Journey on the Island of Winter
Below the station, cars close
with a complete sound,
trapping again their
crumbling, warm air.
We wait
on the tight cement
like darkness tamped in a crevice.
Shift slowly
through the splintered field, the
platform
turning from ice root
furrowed in its pebbled faces.
If you discovered there, when
easing past another man's shoulder,
the year,
dead,
strung by its feet like a goose . . .
If simply easing past another man's
shoulder,
you caught the immobilized look
of its whitened eye . . .
Down the track, the train
will crook its long finger. Beckon
to this frozen
embarkation.
Come and slip about us
like a sleep, and go on,
skimming through the snared ground.

25

Essences
Thickening blossom,
having sucked the summer
to a nosegay, lies with its senile
head upended,
grinning like a blind keys player.
And oh how it sweats and smells,
fat & glazed in dissemi
nation, how it plays
itself, running the flat air
tinny. Loose as a fool with
hands like platters, drawing
oakum hungry
spenders of life-fall, listeners
secret-makers, making
their own fall. Always
the smells of coming
apart,
breathings, ramblings, the old
songs. That-which-holds-things
left in the beer halls, in the cage
of pianos.

26

Chelley Gray

Nights
summer nights so full of space:
houselights scattered like stars on the sky-black hills,
the rising musk of lake and wet riverwood.
billowing awnings on the sleeping porch,
the clank of the line on the flagpole
to remind one that there was a house -that one was not just set adrift in the night.
sunburned backs on cool sheets
to remind one that body does exist
besides smell and sound.
no distinction between asleep and awake
it happened so fast.
night storms -the untied awnings flapped like loose sails
wind-blown rain in ripples on the floor,
we were lightninged into action
as lazy sailors on a boat,
adjusting sails
as though in the middle of the lake.
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Ted Bunker

Ward Room
Ward

Room

the scene creeps in
materialized

the bland
the silent

watching cross

the figure

gently reclines
the mass

under
hanging

the buzzing
of bleached angels

grey vision
reproachful

my arm
small holes

bleeds
the elbow pits

orange red
cold

the containers
to my skin

systems checks
of mechanisms

& the rotting pile
a constant belling

aching throat
entered wrenching

the snake
out the vitals

through my nose
the tepid vomit

I watch
slip

under the clear skin
of a worm

red skin
gnawing

my arm
pissing

at the wrist
in my vein

28

A

my button
by bars

leash dangles
sprung

from the machine
which convoluted

under the crib
my body

to S shaped
that I dreamt

curves
when the sleep came

of negotiating
a dark procession

to the dawn
slow breathing

trundles
through iron gates

its heavy cart
to the stone

fields
the sheets

where they lay
in holes

as they left
in a hole

I hid
to watch

the grubby men
the dirt

pick
filling

the cold cup
its sugar lump

to warm
my spoon

enters
of the grey angel

the pain
feeding

a larva
which is clear

from my arm
the scene

slowly
to bland

clarifies
room.
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Peter Reiss

County Fair
Sitting in the canvas tent, dust covered grass
under my wooden folding chair
from the Grange Baptist Church
the Fireman's Association shows a film
telling me to drive carefully,
showing a salesman in too big a hurry, wrecks
his car, baby doll crush, for his daughter.
Nauseous I rise, fumble back into the sun
never leaving the heat, to be handed
a plastic fireman's hat with an elk
on the front.
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Steve Rush

Hybrid
I- The land of four colors
A very lucky beast indeed.
Living in a land of colors—only four,
But each one flowing into others.
There are staircases to climb here,
With steps receding into the eye of light,
Which droops, suspended on a thin black string,
and illuminates the hall with river-yellow.
it leads,
drops to a blue palace
surrounded by an incandescent moat.
On the other side the blue king's steed
gambols beside the water-wheel;
Safe in the amber pastures where light spreads
out to the purple mountains.
Someone watches from the stairs.
A beast, indeed.
Listening at night to his radiator's chatter,
Catching his breath beneath a bridge or a tree,
He pauses now for a silent slug of whiskey,
it makes him cough, wrench forward;
a monkey frightened by the chatter of a jungle night.
Punched over, he tightens.
Taut, he has heard a sound.
iiG could be a turkey, alive with fear,
waiting for Sunday dinner.
He might just as well be but . . .
Circe's victim, he only snorts,
Listens to his radiator's mourning chatter and coughs,
turning over.
Caught between the time of day,
stoking the fire,
"... shooting on the heath if it's a fine and sunny day.",
sipping scalding tea, reading news with a burnt tongue,
and watching a movie.
es> a movie-dream of Walt Disney,
filling up his car at a self-service Gulf station.
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Caught between them but not seeing them,
even though he looks and listens.
Each noise, every vibration
culminates inside his sphere.
Impervious to all, another ignorant ape
sleeps and dreams and listens
to the only version he knows.
A man stands unable to leave the staircase.
He looks now only at the fluid colors forming
a dark-hued Wailing Wall on a silent Sunday morning,
e water spreads and runs in only four colors.
II. The Mud Planet
Hands that have never washed a dish casting
earthward splintered wooden sticks and
Heading ancient scripture for a sign;
Assent, denial, one of any kind.
It makes no difference if or which you choose,
the circle pins you to the wall or
they will wheel you there, attach you to a fortune and
spin you till you pick a number.
Not a long wait.
Thop.(
e s someone else waiting behind. He'll nail the pin in
for sure.
The type who likes to run it shows you,
fading like a Hollywood cowboy into the sun,
only faster, the film Is sped up.
s all seen through a zoom-lens crystal ball.
In a getaway car a driver croons drunkenly:
Got to keep drivin' fer somethin'
At the end of the road,
Maybe someone to cook for me,
Someone to sew,
Somebody to wash dishes,
I don't really know."
His voice drowns the patter of
his ailing car radiator,
so much like the one at home.

as ff

into one

Sreat

It's SnnV flr\were merging with ice.
It s Sunday mght, late November
Could be havin1 turkey for dinner.
A lucky beast.
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Robert Allen

Excerpt from a Work in Progress

towhich I have a last conversation with Hawryliw and Hangham, & escape finally,
Wsguised as Aunt Moodie

this?

Messrs. Hangham and Hawryliw flank me threateningly. A team.
Here, says Hangham, handing me a fluffy stuffed toy. What do you make of

Am I supposed to regress or something?
Certainly not, Hangham soothes. It's a toy aardvark, that's all.
So what?
hav •Sonothin8' Hawryliw says, speaking for the first time. We'd just like you to
Buff ? 0f course • • • we were
to get you a red herring— went all the way to
^ alo, but this is all we could come up with ... red herring, eh? Now think about
and be fairly warned when you contemplate this cute and cuddly toy, that it is
wise to play games with us, to lead us off on false scents. No more Orycteropus
er w place of Rattus Norvegicus, eh? It is not so easily being fooled to us, yes?
hand S dla'^esuR' Hangham burst out, brushing his crew-cut head with a stumpy
stick
^ ®ey'd stay put and rea<* boohs and conduct Inquisitions without
eHete noses into serious doctor-patient relationships. Now I don't
kno
What
the
hell
s wronS with them - butting in all the time, burning draft files and
getr
2ravn8°nt*le*r^'smostwante£'^s*'^1*t,myp*ous °'d dad wou'd turn °ver in his
wasn t a Methodist. Lock the meddling priests in their churches and
con G
Pen^eS- ' Say' and heep 'em out of the real world where their soft-headed
intpii-SSlVeness leads our youth astray- A bunch of RC'S educated past their
lge°ce is all they are. I'm sick and—
l,er ^at's not what we're here for, Doctor Hawryliw says unctuously. We're just
e to gi
ve Sills boy here a veiled hint to smarten up and cooperate with us.
°f him .ell let's cut it short then, says Hangham, who is affronted at being cut short
Se
and now stubbornly refuses to back up his colleague. Veiled hint nothing!
AsK the 'f'
wise-assed
little buggar if he'd care to be electric-shocked a bit.
Aard Var
ks, my ass!
1 smile, look from one flushed and angry face to the other. It's not so difficult
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to understand —not so arbitrary as you seem to imagine. Nothing fictional is
arbitrary, my dear Hangham and Hawryliw. Even this touching little scene in which
I patronize you is not arbitrary. It is put here because tangent upon it in various
directions and planes are other fictions, and other, and if you draw back and get the
wide-angle you will see where the so-called fictions and the so-called facts conjoin.
Did you know that I taught myself to draw when I was five years old? That the first
thing I drew were the illustrations in our illustrated dictionary? And that the
aardvark is the first one? It was so hard, I never did get to the second one-can't
even remember whatitwas-but^otsolcoulddoan aardvark very well, in justa
ev> o an suggestive lines. Well, language can be used to duplicate those lines,
an t at is why I can easily write about all manner of things, by modifying and
mampu ating those simple strokes going to make up that shuffling South African
earth pig. (And with his simpering partner, waltz)
anv rJ °mf*°n' RaWP'*w' says Hangham with a nasty sneer. I'm not going to waste
any more time on this psychopath!
hp ™ Tl?lling out after Hangham- Hawryliw whines: That's what you're supposedto
be spending your time on-psychopaths ...
Father Robert tracks nimbly in, turning from the right as the doctors turn
left.
asunbonnptfrnm?61 riest.PuNing an old cotton dress out from under his cassock,
Ar°""''* waiting a mile °r tW° d°W"
road witt, the rettVmtto?.0*"

the gr^trrdr::rr,^etcCe0prUriot:8r;.1"t0
The r^^Dtioni^t°nndd'pH 3^1

Robert exP,ained

newspaper was DinnpH

*

SSf

eaf swePt

ei,,vau>r'rwie

10

— come to visit from the Levant.

grass. It was a mild, gusty day.

hattedWoSoated-o^ngl°talk: Past Goldmen in wheelchairs, scarve*

briefly, then disappeared. Leaves were !reaChe" Mm thC SUn
someti,?eS "S, clotted
shouldered my pach, hid the Aunt Moodie
h
5
S°me
W'th wel leaves, took my wide-brimmed ha?,
®"
Z tnd"
were off.
from Arthur, lit a cigarette, a
well-travelled road inside an hour or two °8, and 1 fl«ured that if we c0
nother
two hours- in time for dinner. Then I CO..'IH * C°uld hitch*iKe int°**Clty ' Matf#
get a job, or go out west, where the wintl^11 Asa and Uke U fr°m
waitWere milder—but that could
As we walked it grew darker a« tK
sunshine had been^! Wretch**
effort. Small cyclones of leaves twisted
The cows> stoo<^
ungainly limbs, lowed, and milled around fieldsd- The telephone wires sang.
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Storm, said Father Robert. His cassock flapped wildly around his ankles.
We felt the first few feathering drops of rain; began to walk faster.
from an Address by Doctor Sandor Hawryliw to The North American Realists'
Association Second Annual Symposium on Psychotechnochresis.i
... and similarly, quantum mechanics and principles abstracted therefrom
provide the Virtualists with ample grist for their problematical mills, and
illuminate (they are saying), many of their concepts. Take for a brief moment, if you
will, Aunt Moodie, that celebrated lady who I am sure you are all familiar with from
the popular press. Quite a cause celebre, and the work—it has been venally hinted
y the agents of Virtualism—of that archpretender Minden Sills, whose copyright
nngements on the Hawryliw Process are vaunted and unforgiveable. Oh, to be
s"re, he is mastering a rudimentary form of imaginative objectivication of the
ementary particles involved in the synthesis of new worlds from the detritus and
"st of the old, though this is scarcely more than a bizarro creation of false
realities out of shopworn parts, merely a sly shifting or rearrangement of the same
anal propositions thrust upon us by generations of self-indulgent dabblers in
P |losophy and poetry who seem to delight in taking the universe as their own
Private plaything. Poetry... pah! There is not an iota of true poetic synthesis to be
a hered among them—andluse the term poeticot course in its objective and truly
rigorous sense, as relating to the judicious use of Christian & Empirical Principles
Laboratory Method, in which the control of statistical data is rigid and
preme- hi short, Sills professes nothing new, but—in accounting for the profusion
f
unts—has merely given a briefly novel expression of an old and outdated
hypothesis, namely:
HYPOTHESIS: One may arrive at a complex conception of reality by exposing
to
a
siinp^Slern
mu^P"rcation or power-raising (in the mathematical sense), a
c conception of reality.
In la

y lansterms, this simply means that any slant on truth obtainable from a
an. "
j a f fo°t aunt is obtainable in direct proportion to the number of four and a

four
half

perceived to exist.
ge 1
Hawryliw Process — and I am impotent to stress this sufficiently to you
Yirt e™en a°d ladyfolk of science —is to the problematical world of Sills and the
Ua ist mob as the physicist is to the alchemist, or as a truly integrated whole is
t a
to
random collection of mindlessly swarming atoms,
us re8ar"d through a microscope of objective and controlled
toeth H°W
°f ° asit were, the nature of the Aunt Moodies, and we shall be seeing soon—all
need ®re constituting this august body of keen scientific bent—how absurd it must
tobrj et0credit Sills with the vast conceptual and propogative capacities needed
reiegngt^eni foto and out of existence: a process so fraught with sudden and deadly
p°stufes of energy—and I presume some little knowledge of the Einsteinian
smoke* 10nsatfo'sP°fot—that Sills would long ago have gone up in clouds of acrid
a
into andnd spectacular showers of gamma rays, were he really causing the coming
°ut of existence of the four and a half foot aunts.
Sure~ant'1 bring to m*nd» as though decades of calendars had peeled
back m
*yreva«lca»y, revealing those gay years of my Strasbourg youth, those words of
^boraf6^ tefcberand colleague, Herr Professor Verderben, who isolated—in a
°ry shielded with six-inch thick lead slabs, in order to exclude heretical
aunts

f

Ex

rPted

from The Journal of Real Processes, Volume VI, Number 3, pp 22-27.
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modern notions, chiefly of the relativistic type —the elementary particle known now
as the empiritron, basic constituent of the real and objective world of scientific

"iirT™ shining brightly from his place in the firmament, content with the
praising Hu rt
, Ha",rJ"il" Process created it, as it is, its scintillation
and ever in a scientifically modulated hymn of
J
P
and
tcmPoral sense, and moral subservience to the
universe -»«j h*' !
I
their reaction fish^u'i
Andthe relativists and anti-materialists? What was
guessed al i? n G ! ant hypothesis of Herr Professor Verderben? It could be
^ liddy„SC°"ed!
'
They scoffed!

scoffinerSlcH "f y°U Wll|I 10 imagination~n°. I revise-contemplation of this
na,andWhaUsit to him? U is a banana, a"d he is an
ape. Dress him ^naPeai
e petticoats and parasol and what have you? You have
essentially an an"
purple Petticoats and parasol. This is sad but true,
Simiaest simin Jt
**
voluptuous rn^?tlamfslin ^Pura vestiatur. Present the key to the universe on a
(the sceptical rebiH 0ri^ntal ^uahties-PerhaPs purple-to the modern scoffer,
voluptuous cushionf 'f1S
• a"f U remains sadly 11,6 keY to the universe on a
^° f°ne"tal pities-still purple-in the slim-fingered and
thaTwMch thev are® f'ee"thinkin« artist ^ sceptic. Before their very eyes it is
that winch they are not seeing! I say again, pah! And again:
(bangs fist on lectern, prolonged applause)
constate'an^fvniwh^® gTlemen< 1 am banking you from the bottom. You
As we havi sep'n
°f kindliness • •' • thank you . . . thank you . . •
in their misguidpd "ma erf ore» crYstal clarity blinds the bestial sorts, wallowing
the made-actual of thp
® "!easureofa11 ^"^s" nonsense. The Divine Lightblinds them and ^pl n quas\-€tkereal constituents of Absolute Process Spacethe moment fitting t
heresy... Here, may I interject, may reside
Professor Verdi h
™e.ntlon ^ seminal articles on this subject by Herr
Process inwhi^TT H **Strasbour* Realists, as well as my own The Hawryliw
Processes—a lot of nr 6SCri G.the Process of Empiritron selection in Rea'
the excitement of thp ^ces^.e®' hutyou are realizing I speak in heat, pressured by
earth
beneficial significance of my discoveries to man here on
But, let us

to the charge of MrlT°Ur °"" mi"ds SKlsism, so as not to leave ourselves oped
8 °UrSal-s raar*iaal"
potentia^y to the charg^o'niivhnJ""?
Hl

Definition:

nanhab'e'

ghpriorism, (Kantian cavalry), I freely admit-

on, and pervertingtomenfth01^ subJectlve way of looking at reality, drawing free')
S|?' 8ub"atom^c Physics — wave mechanics
Heisenberg Uncwtainty
an
res*
The Sillcianc
u
^at chancy garbage. Pah!
The Sillsians sought to account for the many in terms of the endlessly
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repeatedone — witness the moodies—as though complex reality consisted merely
of a piling up of mirrored unities. They sought further to explain certain quite
common and comprehensible phenomena —common and comprehensible when
viewed in the crystal illumination of the well-known and absolutely valid theory of
the empiritron—as existing only in terms of the imagination, (diseased usually), of
the giddy Sillsian beholder. Once more, pah!
There, a fair definition, you will rise to assure me, kindly gentlemen, ladies
and assorted small boys and girls of empirical bent—ah, too fair, perhaps. But
credit where creditis due. 'Tis better to have hypothesized and sinned than never to
have hypothesized at all, though they will burn in hell, I trust, for at least the ample
half-life of the elementary time particle, the finitron, also discovered by Herr
r°fessor Verderben, who tracked it via minute air bubbles defining its passage in
a cuckoo clock full of liquefied pocket watches.
But time, you are noting, marches irredeemably on, as indeed it does. Time! I
see you shift, (you think unobtrusively), in your seats, and I seem to hear you say, ah
ut what is the point—there! I heard someone to be mouthing distinctly just that
Wery, what is the point?
You may well ask, and I do not fault you the merest whit. No indeed, it is this
sort of incisive querying that is hallmarking the scientific method. One observes,
one notes, one forms a hypothesis, one garners more facts to fit the hypothesis,
uilding, block by block, the mansion that houses our real and absolute lives under
God.
^ This, empirical gentlemen and ladies, is science in its highest embodiment
ne s hypothesis is an ideal, a dream. We teeter on the brink of a new age requiring
new man —or rather, not to seem to contradict myself, we seem to glimpse, as if it
Here for the first time, our proper place in the scheme of things. Should we muddy
ourselves forever in the brackish waters of our barbaric racial childhood? Should
*e wallow for the half-life of the particle finitron in the quagmire muddied by our
rethinking forbears? No, we must put aside childish things: freedom, fancy,
universe as plaything. We must assume responsibility; must defer to properly
c
instituted authority; must accept our role, however inconsequential; must serve
e Kreater good; must work for science and the fatherland . . .
There is a higher truth, ladies and gentlemen, despite the Godles Marxists
^ lhe hopeless existential mob, storming the Bastille of light and reason with
faYh" s*1ac'ovv~*aced minions of lust and despair, ethical wavefronts and negative
1 ' and this higher truth, we firmly maintain, can be revealed by sound
e
*Pcri mentation under controlled conditions, bold hypothesis, and a system of re
futation in which all live by the method, all will be programmed with a healthy dose
^empiritron radiation, blanketing tender young minds with the way and the light!
^ls. you will grant, is doctoring minds in a noble and unselfish manner. Truth has
so twisted out of recognition by bestial bevies of structuralists, atheists,
of ^<)rneno'°fnsts' socialists, has been obscured and terrorized between the Scylla
rsonaI Freedoms and the Charybdis of Subjective Judgements, has been so
dev.^
jtn<a Uec* Eastern seaboard intellectuals working for the great foundations, that
()w falls solely to us to correct the errors of our century, and truly bring psychic
pea<* in our time!
con BUt' y°U Say' HawrYliw rambles. The steerman heads off course. And I shall
(IJr —though I might jokingly invoke Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle to
a^
ene< Unt f°r my meanderin«s. h» ha, and say with the Sillsians I am wave-pure
rKy, not objective reality—and cannot be pinned down ... though I am as real as
a
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you or you or you ... if you pinch me does not the transient expression of discontent
suffusing my features connote pain? Is this not real? Does not a
Psychotechnochretician bleed? Ha ha.. .well, to go on (I see some of you begin to
yawn decorously, tips of fingers patting lips), let us look at how the Sillsians purport
to account for the multiplicity of Aunt Moodies currently inhabiting even the most
spacious and unpopulated states, such as Utah and Montana.
The elementary particles, as all of you will know, cannot unambiguously be
described with reference to such concepts as location size or velocity. They are at
one and the same time at rest and in motion, changing and eternal. At the sub-atomic
level - and here we are transiting the undefended border into Virtualism- we cease
to operate in the real world. A startling leap! Just the kind of fatuous simplification
the Sillsians make at every step along the line, qualifying the problematical with the
problematical, weaving their airy and fantastical web. They taunt us, not with solid
substance, but with vibrations, waves, fronts of energy, gists, gyres, and other
poetic nonsense. But, you pose to me, (quite rightly), aha, if there is vibration, what
is it that vibrates? If there are waves, what distant and restless force propels them
this way and that? I am not knowing—let me be honest—and neither are they. K's
pureandsimpleposturingandspeculation.lt does not apply Occam's razor. What
needs such fantastical rot, when there is probably a simpler solution operating
under the benign jurisdiction (0 happy beam of light and laughter) of He
Processes. And once again I refer you to my own Hawryliw Process.
But, forging on: These curious particles, as a noted gentleman of science
notes, seem to be waves on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and particles
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. And on Sundays? Well, perhaps the Patron
the Laboratory is taking off his lab coat and spending the day with his feet up on e
table taking well-deserved rest.
Ah, who, upon seeing the Aunt Moodies troop to church in the crisp fall Sunday
afternoons, all identically bonnetted and parasolled, cannot but feel that some
wonderful absolute force guides their carefree peregrinations. Sills, in assuming
credit for their profusion, fortheir creation, mind you, mocks the Creator of us al.
the Lord God, and his only begotten Son, Jesus Christ, patron of the laborator.
method, and inventor of Christian & Empirical Principles, upon which our fai 1
founded.
Let us continue our analysis of Aunt Moodie:
Neither solid nor wave, says Sills.
Unaccountable in terms of mass, velocity, size, location, says SillsThe interactions of mysterious psi fields, says Sills.
...
And quoting F.ddington: "The stuff of the world is mind-stuff", says 1
I ask you!
Listen, noble gentlemen and ladies, and it shall be summed up for you, 0,8
clear in one apothegmatic sally:
Sally. Sills says nothing of the nature of reality. All of his statements relate to
the nature of perception^.
Pah!
Must

we put up with this tommyrot? Probability amplitudes, anti-M°^
dubious distinctions between the virtual and the real? Let me offer elucidati
is attcr notion briefly: Transitions, it is hypothesized by our reciprocal Pa
pseudo-scientists, are of two sorts, the real and the virtual. Real transitions,
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actualized within the frame of reference of our immediate ability to perceive, are of
course self-evident. (It should be noted in passing that real processes, to the
Primping problematic crew, are no more real than virtual ones, merely of a
different perceptual frame) Virtual transitions, on the other hand, are closeted
within a blanket of imaginary time in which all possibilities and all conceivable
transitions exist in a problematical matrix. Virtual transitions do not conserve
energy, and thus are short-lived. Up to this point, though credulity is strained, I can
maintain an almost-sympathy with this notion. It is daring and clever. But too
c ever! It quickly apogees and shoots down to a nadir of absurdity. The Aunt Moodies
a|_e n°w postulated to be the actualizations of a series of virtual transitions, kept
_. 6
steady influx of creative energy. And who is the supposed power source?
' s, the maker of mysteries, self-appointed scribe of the human heart!Sills, giddy
N th^' 8*upa<* overreacher, unstable artist! For what is an image, a metaphor?
st° Jng but a cold-blood attempt to muddy the situation by removing oneself a long
P oni the rcfil, for confusing the cool 3nd steady ^lint of ronlity by reflecting it
a sen65 of strategically-placed shards and bottles, diffusing the wonder and the
n.
confr°nting that which manifestly is, in a foolhardy and despotic attempt to
re
P ace the deterministic universe with a problematic one.
0 temporal
dem ^ea^-v"
to dare to elevate this to the level of the Hawryliw Process,
intoth S*ra^y ^oun<*edon *he real, the clinically sound, a valiant attempt to fit man
® real world, rather than — as Sills darkly suggests at one or two points in this
So
a ed novel — fitting the world to man. O hubris! tenebris! obfuscation! Pah!
But we are not knuckling under! If we have to we will take our shotguns and go
and shoot
every Aunt Moodie in the world of phenomena, until all problematic
elements
are eliminated, and what is left is the real! The cold clear beautiful
Crystal
ladies a ecstatic gemlike oh marvellous and wonderful real just stroke it gentlemen,
brief "d cute youngsters come on up here I have a part of reality broken off in my
Uriahr 6 feG* t^amon<^ness hardness well-defined edges look how it glows set it
U ^*ves you light close it in your hands it gives you warmth it will be with you
i8
bfceau V°U a'ways indestructable loyal caring you love it and it loves you back
into th° ou are part of it and it is part of you conjoined fitted jigsawed integrated
forced6 "?Ver"en<^n^ never-changing pattern and it is so gemlike and cool-fired
'bere wh" Clear (everytMng will be clear, no questions no answers) and it is always
y°u just e|\yOU go to s'eeP a"d there always by your side when you wake up, brushing
'hen ov * .lta^ou stretch luxuriantly in the new mens Hawryliwensis morning and
shrivehh e'ic*ous*y half-asleep ah its too muchsofinetoomuch (its deadly rays will
no,v- Yo ,f.enerny) - • - All right, gentlemen and ladies, enough! The lecture is over
soon
get a nice long cold cool crystal piece of reality for your very own as
as
r®lativis?e ^aVC w'pe(* out *he insidious running dog Sillsian faction of ethical
S' ^Ut
sorry
*s my reality, and it's going right back into this briefcase,
evQrUine

DayS III

Pinewoo^s stalk the road, either side. Sloping sodden fields. For perhaps
0ur'vv
^°berthae ave keen walking in silence, short fat Arthur puffing to keep up. Father
anddown ^reinar'iable stamina, lopes like a camel, back hunched, head thrust out
c*8arettes ^ r°a<*'Iong fleshy nose cleaving the cold rain. He and I smoke endless
and walk faster. Arthur abstains, shuffles, and puffs.
Path er
Robert sees a tin shed a hundred yards off the road, in the bow of a

aih
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bubbling little river, moss-rocked and sand-flatted. The shed is full of spades,
rakes, scythes, and a red lawnmower streaked with oil and rain. The roof leaks.
Rearranging a few things, Arthur sits down, wrings out his forelock, then with a
shake of the head collapses into a heap.
Arthur s out of condition, Father Robert observes, himself being seated
daintily. I unhoist my pack and lean against the corrugated tin.
We should hit the crossroads soon, I say. I don't know what the highway is.
Anyway it leads down to Woodbine Avenue, north of Toronto. From then on it's not
too hard.
Vour North American cities are a lot of laughs, a lot of laughs, Father Robert
murmurs. Had some good times, good times. Left 'em laughing in San Antone,
s ayed em in Spokane, and in the fabled burg of New Orleans was the talk of Bourbon
btreet. But you know, there's something not there about those places, just not
were forced gaiety, or maybe a gaiety that is shallow and without its other edge
Y uY rippery' • •one can spend one's life without once getting a glimpse of what it
might all mean or not mean. Now you take Gretel, my sister. She was the real
nth8" e,0nV" efamily»
^e" victim to a kind of fatuous passivity that is the
e,Y! e ° *_ eco'n °fKenius. She'd lapse into weeks and months of idleness. She
n ea , rink, or work. I used to think she saw through to something beyond
e, something that just made her give up all earthly things as fruitless and without
urpose
utno... she just ceased to operate, had seen or felt nothing at all • • •
What happened to her?
L . U'S Very °dd- c°ntinues Father Robert, leaning back against an ancient
smffling^ cold air mightily into his chest: Ah, the Levant, wonderful
alwav^r iKK,rco"nt^esnow• • • and those camel inspectors, rosy-faced and tiny,
voh^pd^ anrf
hands together, smiling delightfully. Charming people, smoothiS Why there remained nothing but to fight them. The
rloarf t a03*1"!'
f°rm0f fascism is not always violent and oppressive on
H"!05
asking enf 11 f1GS w in*be realm of persuasion, a whole continuum ranging from
clean^H nf 1 °r! t0 out-and-°ut brainwashing. The world would be far better
ves nrip^ts PThSUa Grf- pol't'c^ans» lobbyists, ad men, editorial writers, and.
that is whv th e camo wspectors had mastered the art of friendly persuasion, and
UUOnfailed- " was ""Possible to convince the people that the
skit v„iL?H
bureaucrats wh0 eave candy to their kids and took all responsibility off
th„jr
wha wav''^""efe anything but benign, chuckle-voiced father-figures who knew
SM? Th6y "Cre jUSt
persuaders than us, eh?
never rp^Hs
^!fve'and-^bastly place. She's married and has four kids. She
e "ever goes out. She has been engulfed by that deadly
passivitv anriHp°°H
aCampl in«n
el" 3 cameone day when she was nineteen. She was seduced by
hanging up ^ washing, standing on her tiptoes on a
three leeeedI
smirkine littlp ri H"
°f °Ur house one lovely summer day, when one of the
^ a^ !hpt ;e?iled.in and ^Ms ***** hand all the way up her leg from
remained m,iti PfP e* sma11 foot to the taut inside of the stretching thigh. The.v
linedanddelimT HSh K6^31,3 tab,eau: she> beautifully extended, every muscle
fingered han^Hb®nt S,ighUy' arm indolently crooked, large smooth long

ing jusfwheJethe^

whites

t0 tri,Hng SP3rking fingertips on the
,Cately
mCrged without

insidC °f

"2

blemish or fault into the soft-toned

feelinJorHv rnM |Sft0°d Stock"stiU for many minutes. I watched from the window,
teelingonly cold. It was not personal, loving, or even lustful. If he had tried to rape
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her indeed' hadraped her—I would not have felt so hopeless and desperate as I did
at that window, gloomily staring out at them from the shadows of our kitchen. It was
a naked, political act. It expressed power delicately wielded, that hateful thing we
awn over when talking of a diplomat. Bismarck, Metternich, Kissinger . . . they
smile and bow, and arrange people like chairs. And we are charmed! They are
mnging peace, or prosperity. They are protecting our borders, our trade, our
auonal pride. And everything they touch turns to dust . . .
And Gretel? What did she think?
She was ambivalent, stricken and at the same time mesmerized by that stony,
im °jnat*c' Insinuating charm. Giving in meant not so much a violent or sexual
pulse as
helpless powerlessness I knew she was prone to. I cursed the Camel
In
speetor, yet I did not move jt was at ^ precise instant that the revolution ceased
® important to me. It crumbled, was as dust.
And Gretel? I asked,
mom ^nd (,.rete^? Gretel stood stock-still. Gretel was ambivalent. Gretel, for a
Perf enl' brinkfd> Metered, wobbled, howled inward at the very edge. All while
Stl11'in tableau- Then, a move! His hand slid ever so slowly down, palmed
her
ankle, bones and tendons in relief. I can almost feel the bones of her ankles
th ?^aga*nst the palm of his hand. It was a warm day .. . must have been warm . . .
e
nes and tendons and skin . . . must have been warm . . .
And Gretel?
Cam f'reteldidnotinove-A11 the movement was deep below her eyes . . . Then the
hjs 6 lnspector>almost without seeming to initiate movement . . . like a snaketo the°crookUC^ed ^niCked Up'tongue following the beautiful line of her leg
And Gretel?
ambivGiretel moved • • • that was il of course, abject defeat. It is difficult to be
noth; a ntabout something like that. She moved and thus was subdued. There was
or to be done. As I said, it was an exercise in pure
power. Our sad and bloody history is summed up in that tableau.
What happened after that?
Then shheyt0gether' 3 WCek' a month' 1 don,t remember. It doesn't matter.
Levant ^h1etanengineerfr°mCleveland She agreed t0 marry him. They left the
from her occasionally ... That was when I decided to become a priest
... on lh
expecl e reb°und you might say. And most of my life I have wandered, not because I
tooi0n ° ind anything worth having, but because whenever you stay in one place for
attract3S stand*n8 tiptoe pinning a shirt to a green twanging clothesline—you
Inspect °ne °f 1110556 P°wer eaters, whether as the smooth hands of a Camel
°r, or as something less blatant and charming.
nd have you no notion to go and see Gretel?
i ibis, Arthur bursts into tears.
*h® rain^ Wei^e very close, Arthur and Gretel, very close. Come on now, you two,
s letting up, and it's getting late.
Pastto e fl,eoffacross the wet springy fields; the great copper-colored clouds
scud
w
S ^ south< Thereis nothing alive but us and a few cows. No birds ... the
trees a
e*Pre re Stark and whip tragical,y around ... the ground is brown and
Ss
Se®ms L°nless • • • the smell is of rotting stumps and wet leaves ... all dead or so it
deeamp Ut somewhere deep down below these sodden and insipid meadows, armies
rePlace andrnove
to the steady drum drum drum of an idiot annual genius who
aUn fl ,
wlth that, that with this, seasons with seasons with seasons in a
( eS(
and unchanging procession. Inane! There's always spring, always

mZrre for her t0 do'
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spring . . .
Even in Cleveland
-begin to regret discarding the: Aunt Moodie costume.
—the safest and easiest way might be to fade quietly in among the Moodies, lurk for
the rest of my days in that stiff-skirted phalanx of cheery guardian aunts,
—what do aunts represent culturally? (query) or, perhaps:
THE DARKER, MORE INSIDIOUS SIDE OF THE AUNTS

Oh. paper! paper! Words, words! And I am not talking here of the mild
and gentle domestic opinions of oui beloved aunts. No, I refer rather to the
opinions of our cultural'aunts', the innumerable author-aunts (I am not here
concerned with their morals) who express their opinions in the press. For
seated upon the culture of the world are legions of good women, tied and bount
to literatui e, deeply initiated into intellectual values, aesthetically awake,
supported by ideas, concepts, and all the rest of it, who are already aware of
the fact that Oscar Wilde is out of date and Bernard Shaw a master of paradox.
ey know very well that you should be independent, simple, and profound,
and full °f an entity domesticated mildness. Aunts, the whole lot of them!
. e who has never been taken into the cultural aunts' laboratory and been
issected by their trivial and pettifogging mentalities which dissect the life
°K«0 1 C' wko kas n°f read in the papers what one of these aunts thinks
about him, does not know what triviality, what auntiness, really is."
—Witold Gombrowicz

something
— universe of auntiness, galaxy of S°°^ne-nt
y ay o mildness. Might be snowed under by all of that well-^nea,,^
aun iness as <dangerous in its way as Hawryliw & Hangham:
, rV
Publics
^
^C. Goodness, Kindness, Barristers & N°
make

vtiiif1

u/

0t ferS."

now'a11 °*them

fa et ^,en^ ne^ect: another dangerous side of the fascist coin, now glinting si^
taster than dimensions can be invented to house them.
-so
' t0 g0 with the manifold evils of:
RISTIANS & EMPIRICAL PRINCIPLES
lline
Dinsn^vith< OPKn^ran,ta^terran'1'purses s'un£. bonnetted & grim-visaged, r0 ^
oolfce ^1 ^ razor blades, fountain pens that turn to switchblades
vast army of Aum Moodies1^ making SUr<>y0"
""Whe"
—now .
—anHtn/iai !fe%V 8ay they are on tke s^de
good: white-hattedness; auntiness
to-datp rhC ' .°seethemroutthe laboratory mercenaries (armed with the mos
chemical and bacteriological weapons), is a stirring sight . • •
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A

still:
There is something chilling about their million similar faces; something that
might be: lack of imagination. In the laboratory, there is at least imagination,
though a perverse and constrained sort.

rinstance, while I was writing this in the rich mauve of darkness in my study in
Centre Circle of Him's automotive hell, an aunt, undistinguishable from the
ousands of others I bump into on every level down here, in roving bands of twos and
rees, tripped in and regarded me and my typewriter sternly. She looked just like
y untMoodieat home, except for a certain blankness of expression, a certain
and °f animation in the eyes- She opened her mouth slackly, swivelled her head left
n r^ht, pointed accusingly at my manuscript and said: "You have a blue guitar.
0U
n°t Play things as they are."
Then with no change of expression the aunt tripped out, four feet six inches of
"Shteousness.
e

-auntiness

hegan 6
^or an hour more in the subsiding rain, little more than a drizzle. It
whistl' ° kri^ten' a°d Arthur, having caught his second wind apparently, was
hence& popu'ar m°tet, made up, as Father Robert pointed out, of square notes,
character atJl(jthS0^^ant'We^<'e^neC'^Ua^ty' everyt*1*ng *n
Piace- which view
e Ages, Father Robert lectured, in its architecture and art
as well as it
1
Ih if
°f social structure, etc. etc. (Fr. Robert droned on donnishly)
^oundh* ''stene<', staring out at the horizon, across the fields. Most of the land
ere was pasture or woods, very little cultivated. Of the arable land, at least
half
had beg n^a"°W' covere(l w*th coarse grasses and thistles. Redwing blackbirds
telephon" l° appear» Hmos the road perched on rambling fences and droning
Swaying^op r^S' ^ 3 co.up'e °* crows flapped across our path, coming to rest in the
laicKly^6
m the weather didn't last long. The horizon ahead of us darkened
^Proachi" ^ trees *n that direction were obscured by a distant storm quickly
US' ^en those clouds crossed the sun. we were plunged into an almost
total lat
,at* afternoon darkness.
and I were***6 St°rm a^most°n us, Arthur, who had run ahead while Father Robert
galloping h tr7in^ t0 lteep a match lit long enough to get a cigarette going, came
sl)rayuD'
pu(^y drenched arms waving clumsily up and down, throwing
l
le
lar<
his heels " ° * * *raln- He had been in the skirt of the storm, and it followed on
Theni'h^ an<^ 'as^n^: more darkness, and a strange howling like a twister,
front 0f us ear(*acar« and saw a diffuse light go slowly by just a short distance in
himself ' ant^ ' ltnew we were almost at the crossroads. Arthur seemed beside
Th

'•hperceptibi*^ fa'r.^y dense wood on either side of us now. It had closed in
road .. . . ^'an<twith that and the lack of visibility due to the storm, we did not see
Therre WC WGre almost upon Jt
, a lovely country crossroads —wooden road signs, ditches tall grass
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. . . quite conventional-through the rain loomed-a man hanging
Strung up.
On a gallows. Twisting. Turning. Slowly.
In the wind.
nd rain sluicing from its pointing feet as though it was a drainpipe.
And at that point the storm ended. The clouds passed. Birds twittered. The
S""n . ° . e ra*n st°PPed and we heard running water everywhere, in the ditches,
°SS e Ioa 'ln the fields, and off of the hanging man. Within a few seconds the
water stopped pouring, began to drip, from his brown oxfords.
drip drip drip

.

^t

r> Vkhere' frombranches,fences, soaking
fromtheroad

clothes, a cow that had ambled
signs, from
bent
the
00 the brblades
wn of thick
rds grassu,einto
r ad

**-

° °"° '«">

° '

e overflowing ditches, and from there, probably, to
empty at length into some meandering river, working its way south to the Great
Lakes, and so out to sea.
But right now off those brown oxfords
drip drip drip

A gallows at the crossroads
un

loocpH.mnnfhn
ut. „ S rePutation for high seriousness. "Mere anarchy is
up iMtslmrim? °
beats'. All right, all right. . . (mumbles, gathering itself
ridiculous)
strapping on its buskins, lastyear's fashions, actually a bit
the
SW°!len white of his snowfield eyes . . . really
sanJku now
tt
fu
dwindling iris inHthW
°f 3 cigarette Paper between the vanishing puP11'
fast fadS Mt 'JSK ood-washedrimsofhiseyes. Like watching a comet go by
rast, fade out with a whoosh, pin-prick into the deep night.

must be thaf he^kTn " SayS '* offering that as 3 kind of point of information. No,
calmthoueh IH WS V°r> Wel' wbat*tis, but refuses toacknowledge it. Iam shaky
jumped the rail th*0 my ey®s' retrace our walk, trying to figure out just where we
cupping across the pane, superimposed on what nice quiet suburban street?
ThinK twice~tur" the unacceptable into cliche,
The JMuitul5®
goldfish-like in th fh" e^struck'tries to close in on words with a mouth pursing
gibb«t with great care, as
fhoughhoundsCk dnmp air- We approach
ingastl dangerous quarry, disabled, but putting up a show wi
tooth and claw

a man dangled on thp^i
'^r
dripWs a hanging man all right, as if we'd doubted,
Blood at the corner of h^/lirp0pe'babyfacePuffeduP^th blood, dark and cloggedwords care^unl!er0-^d!SaySFa^erRobert,morem control. He pronounces the
words carefully, as if they might provide some kind of familiar structure to order
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A

this.
A step still closer, still carefully. He is obviously long dead . . . swinging
gracefully though, very gracefully . . .
Very nice ... very... well, like a dance, a blue-lipped ballet all stately and
formal. Stylized.. . His eyes are more popped out than Father Robert's, but the
eyes are still closed, the lids stretched around them like the horsehide cover on a
baseball.
Monstrous apparition! Cannot take something like this seriously . . . begin to
appreciate its fitness from other, more likely, angles: face a nice azure blue,
tropical. It's the sudden apprehension of familiar blueness in a terrifying and
incomprehensible world that makes me want to sing with thanks, for anything that
plainly is in a welter of things that need to be explained . . . neck has an interesting
bend... mount it on mahogany base like driftwood, make a nice lamp out of that
neck . . .
We stand there for an age, then Father Robert moves, one precise step at a
"Tie. to the very edge of the pinewood platform, its trapdoor responding with its own
s ight swing in response to the graceful corkscrew of the swinging man, its
splintered edges dripping at a rate slightly slower than the brown oxfords .. . water
twirls down the rope.
Arthur spies a scatter of orange crates a little way off. He gestures towards
em'then fetches one, places it next to Father Robert, places another on top of that,
en another, steps back. Father Robert hitches up his cassock, and leaps nimbly
UP. like a lascivious monk into milady's chamber.
Now his face is opposite the thing's own blue face. There is a ghastly creaking
sound like the lid of a rusty steel hopper sliding open ... an eyelid going up . . .
Nothing real in the eye yet, just a rather ordinary jiggling WREB TV test
a te,"n . . . head of a Mohawk indian in profile. Interlude music plays in the
f,c^round, soothful strings. Such trivial music .. . maybe after all everything is
311 right.
Then the music stops. A picture pops in. We lean forward to see, but are
®sappointed. It is not a program after all, just an eye, brown and sanpaku like
atber Robert's
own.
upt ^eeye beckons.The iris remonstrates. How eloquent! The thing's arm lift
j ogelber and encircle the priest's shoulders, and the Jesuit quakes. The kiss of
as perhaps, or worse. The man-thing's lips begin to shift, grating together like
rusty machi
ne parts, and address themselves to the quaking representative of that
erable and pious society of Jesuitical logicians. Jaw moving sideways in death,
thing speaks:
father, I am a Catholic!
He lives! I utter. I don't doubt it now!
He's a Catholic, shouts the priest in abject joy, and falls off his orange crates.
Seern he thing beckons again. Rather Robert reascends. They engage in what
a theological harangue. Maybe last rites.
Heaving Father Robert still bewondered by his loudly Catholic near-corpse, I
amble
tree °ver to the other side of the road, where there is a small dense grove of beech
rest,s.i As I get nearer, I realize that one of the trees, shorter and plainer than the
s
shaved, not a tree at all. It is a stake, still steaming slightly, and on the stake, head
martyred face uptilted to heaven, is what appears to be the remains of a
Prot estant
heretic. He is frozen in his passion, and like the Catholic, seems right
S()rT)
W an essential element in the picture. I am no longer shocked, having
a<ln? ° '
1
basic mode into my perceptual frame. Just a new twist.
here's a Protestant over here, I say, trotting back to Fr. Robert, who is
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discussing the passion of Ste. Teresa with the hung man.
By St. Bartholomew, this man's a Catholic and he's still alive, replies Father
Robert with enthusiasm. A pretty theologian to boot!
He clambers down to join me.
He stops dead a step away, stricken. Blessed St. Michael & St. Sebastian Shot
Full of Holes, he says.
I follow his gaze. Kitty-corner from us, almost hidden by trees, gaunt and
J ain-lashed like the one on Calvary, flanked not by lesser ones this time, stands a
cross.
There is a man nailed to it.
His loins are discretely covered still, his legs bent, knock-kneed, his smile
sweet, his wounds awash.
Holy Mother of Judas! blasphemes the priest. It has been my life's ambition to
find a relic of the true cross
Slinking up, his hands find his face, try to adjust his left eyeball so that the
sacerdotal lids overlap properly. Then the other eye. The pupil and iris sunk in that
white blank.
Swinging to me he stares in helpless terror. I shrug. All is perfectly still, no
tra ic, no birds. The sun comes through with a watery glare, and a cow, dozing in
the lee ofan old tree stump, swishes its tail once, then lapses into a deep slumber.
is still, even the Catholic, who has stopped swinging briefly in order to watch us
curiously, through focusless test-patterned eyes.
Th rice-holy advent of the Seven -Headed Beast! whispers Father Robert, and
eans or support on Arthur s spiritless shoulder. A fine twosome they are, weakkneed and cowed. Having no finer religious feelings, I advance on the Savior, who
urns out not to be nailed at all, but is slithering downward muttering curses. There
is,i( anting bell-peal from somewhere down the road, a church no doubt painted in
by the madcap choreographer of us all, who now engineers a kind of medieval farce
or passion plav done by inebriates or mockers of holy writ. Ritual? Ah, how many
tmts (m man> madonnas, passions, Golgothas, have the iconowrits writ? 0r
painted. Favorite subject this; but this
old stick, a piece of driftwood rotted by the sea
bones press the skin so close they look like buds
tall, wild-looking, gaunt face, jughandle ears
like relief" ^ f°atures tbe s*ch'y suffering smile melting into something more
HvH 3?i hP •
tape machines

^first

words

after descending the cross, unstrapping his
into numerous mikes and

ing gGar'neatly sta<*ing pitons),

sa,vsfle,°f that epochal, or epical, anyway damn nice line from
Shaw s Saint Joan. where de Stogumber says:
..
he sa\s, (deStogumber), must a Christ perish in torment in every age to save
those who have no imagination?
hav
c')rnposed himself on ground level, and perceived in Robert and
Marion » nP ° u erobedguard*ans
Christ religion, then he advances 1#®
idoniirai e nc . accepting applause well deserved towards them and their
nakori r xpresflons °f shock, blood-drained faces, etc. extends a grizzled an
naked Grunewald arm, remarks pleasantly:

PYtdnHm^ ^>'g1fnt,ernen,mu8t8oc!®anop,butlwouldliketomeet the cowpoke and
mofrnn V ,n ^ Pers°nally, for so neatly and in the nick of time busting in to save
iust whprpKri7fh V a"d dehumanlzin8 death on the tab of suffering humanity, etc. etc.
just where is the bloke in the ten-gallon Hoot Gibson autographed hat?
*
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Notes on Contributors
Robert Allen, sage of Bexley Place, is completing his
novel concurrently with his stay at Kenyon.
Martha Brooks is a freshman protege of Prof. Turner.
Anne Brostrup, sophomore, majors in Art; her work will
appear in the premiere issue of Phototype.
Ted Bunker spent last year at Harvard House, a school
for the fine arts. He may or may not return to Kenyon next year.
Chelley Gray is a freshman making her first appearance
in HIKA.
Walter Kalaidjian is the person primarily responsible
or Robert Bly's messianic appearance on campus this springPeter King is a freshman collaborator.
Benjamin Lord is the other one.
Arthur Marx is next year's editor of HIKA.
Dennis Pannullo is here revealed as a true medical
aesthete.
Peter Reiss is a down-to-earth junior who spends his
summers in Gambier.
Christian Rossebo cultivates enigmas.
Stephen Rush is a drummer with the band.
Jay Russell is a Peep with a blazing head of hair.
Michael Snider is a light poet.
Celia Watson tempers her darkness.
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AWARDS
Denham Sutcliffe Prize for criticism
no award given '73-'74
Charles Monroe Coffin Prize for fiction
a monetary award
Benjamin Lord, '77.
Edgar Collins Bogardus Poetry Prize
a considerable sum
Arthur Marx, '75 and Celia Watson, '74.
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